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  Integration of the Armed Forces, 1940-1965 Morris J. MacGregor,2020-06-18
In the quarter century that followed American entry into World War II, the
nation's armed forces moved from the reluctant inclusion of a few segregated
Negroes to their routine acceptance in a racially integrated military
establishment. Nor was this change confined to military installations. By the
time it was over, the armed forces had redefined their traditional obligation
for the welfare of their members to include a promise of equal treatment for
black servicemen wherever they might be. In the name of equality of treatment
and opportunity, the Department of Defense began to challenge racial
injustices deeply rooted in American society. For all its sweeping
implications, equality in the armed forces obviously had its pragmatic
aspects. In one sense it was a practical answer to pressing political
problems that had plagued several national administrations. In another, it
was the services' expression of those liberalizing tendencies that were
permeating American society during the era of civil rights activism. But to a
considerable extent the policy of racial equality that evolved in this
quarter century was also a response to the need for military efficiency. So
easy did it become to demonstrate the connection between inefficiency and
discrimination that, even when other reasons existed, military efficiency was
the one most often evoked by defense officials to justify a change in racial
policy._x000D_ Morris J. MacGregor, Jr., received the A.B. and M.A. degrees
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in history from the Catholic University of America. He continued his graduate
studies at the Johns Hopkins University and the University of Paris on a
Fulbright grant. Before joining the staff of the U.S. Army Center of Military
History in 1968 he served for ten years in the Historical Division of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
  The Black Jacobins C.L.R. James,2023-08-22 A powerful and impassioned
historical account of the largest successful revolt by enslaved people in
history: the Haitian Revolution of 1791–1803 “One of the seminal texts about
the history of slavery and abolition.... Provocative and empowering.” —The
New York Times Book Review The Black Jacobins, by Trinidadian historian C. L.
R. James, was the first major analysis of the uprising that began in the wake
of the storming of the Bastille in France and became the model for liberation
movements from Africa to Cuba. It is the story of the French colony of San
Domingo, a place where the brutality of plantation owners toward enslaved
people was horrifyingly severe. And it is the story of a charismatic and
barely literate enslaved person named Toussaint L’Ouverture, who successfully
led the Black people of San Domingo against successive invasions by
overwhelming French, Spanish, and English forces—and in the process helped
form the first independent post-colonial nation in the Caribbean. With a new
introduction (2023) by Professor David Scott.
  Omaha Beachhead (6 June - 13 June 1944) ,1945
  Madam in Silk ,2019-07
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  The Traders' War Charles Stross,2014-01-07 The Traders' War -- an omnibus
edition of the third and fourth novels in Charles Stross's Merchant Princes
series. Miriam was an ambitious business journalist in Boston. Until she was
fired—then discovered, to her shock, that her lost family comes from an
alternate reality. And although some of them are trying to kill her, she
won't stop digging up secrets. Now that she knows she's inherited the family
ability to walk between worlds, there's a new culture to explore. Her
alternate home seems located around the Middle Ages, making her world-hopping
relatives top dogs when it comes to importing guns and other gadgets from
modern-day America. Payment flows from their services to U.S. drug
rings—after all, world-skipping drug runners make great traffickers. In a
land where women are property, she struggles to remain independent. Yet her
outsider ways won't be tolerated, and a highly political arranged marriage is
being brokered behind her back. If she can stay alive for long enough to
protest. These books are immense fun.--Locus At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
  Moscow Rules Daniel Silva,2009-06-30 The death of a journalist leads
Israeli spy Gabriel Allon to Russia, where he finds that, in terms of
spycraft, even he has something to learn in this #1 New York Times
bestseller. Moscow is no longer the gray, grim city of Soviet times. Now it
is awash with oil wealth and choked with bulletproof Bentleys. But in the new
Russia, power once again resides behind the walls of the Kremlin. Critics of
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the ruling class are ruthlessly silenced. And a new generation of Stalinists
plots to reclaim an empire—and challenge the United States. One of those men
is Ivan Kharkov, ex-KGB, who built a financial empire on the rubble of the
Soviet Union. Part of his profit comes from arms dealing. And he is about to
deliver Russia’s most sophisticated weapons to the United States’ most
dangerous enemy, unless Israeli foreign intelligence agent Gabriel Allon can
stop him. Slipping across borders from Vatican City to St. Petersburg,
Jerusalem to Washington, DC, Allon is playing for time—and playing by Moscow
rules.
  Enlightenment Roy Porter,2001-11 While acknowledging France at the eve of
the Revolution as the root of the modern world, Porter also makes a case for
considering Britain's importance in catapulting the world into modernity.
  Shallow Graves Maureen Boyle,2017-09-05 Eleven women went missing over the
spring and summer of 1988 in New Bedford, Massachusetts, an old fishing port
known as the Whaling City, where Moby Dick, Frederick Douglass, textile
mills, and heroin-dealing represent just a few of the many threads in the
community's diverse fabric. In Shallow Graves, investigative reporter Maureen
Boyle tells the story of a case that has haunted New England for thirty
years. The Crimes: The skeletal remains of nine of the women, aged nineteen
to thirty-six, were discovered near highways around New Bedford. Some had
clearly been strangled, others were so badly decomposed that police were left
to guess how they had died. The Victims: All the missing women had led
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troubled lives of drug addiction, prostitution, and domestic violence,
including Nancy Paiva, whose sister was a hard-working employee of the City
of New Bedford, and Debra Greenlaw DeMello, who came from a solidly middle-
class family but fell into drugs and abusive relationships. In a bizarre
twist, Paiva's clothes were found near DeMello's body. The Investigators:
Massachusetts state troopers Maryann Dill and Jose Gonsalves were the two
constants in a complex cast of city, county, and state cops and prosecutors.
They knew the victims, the suspects, and the drug-and-crime-riddled streets
of New Bedford. They were present at the beginning of the case and they
stayed to the bitter end. The Suspects: Kenneth Ponte, a New Bedford attorney
and deputy sheriff with an appetite for drugs and prostitutes, landed in the
investigative crosshairs from the start. He was indicted by a grand jury in
the murder of one of the victims, but those charges were later dropped.
Anthony DeGrazia was a loner who appeared to fit the classic serial-killer
profile: horrific childhood abuse, charming, charismatic, but prone to bursts
of violence. He hunted prostitutes in the city by night and served at a
Catholic church by day. Which of these two was the real killer? Or was it
someone else entirely? Maureen Boyle first broke the story in 1988 and stayed
with it for decades. In Shallow Graves she spins a riveting narrative about
the crimes, the victims, the hunt for the killers, and the search for
justice, all played out against the backdrop of an increasingly impoverished
community beset by drugs and crime. Drawing on more than one hundred
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interviews, along with police reports, first-person accounts, and field
reporting both during the killings and more recently, Shallow Graves brings
the reader behind the scenes of the investigation, onto the streets of the
city, and into the homes of the families still hoping for answers.
  Panoramas of Portugal Laine Cunningham,2017-06-14 Portugal has a long and
varied history. In 711 CE, the nation was firmly established. Portugal is
perhaps best known for being the first truly global empire. Its maritime
exploration during the early part of the Age of Discovery, the 15th and 16th
centuries, provided an influx of wealth through the spice trade. During the
Joanine era, gold, wheat, copperware, cloths, tools, wine, and horses were
all traded. Today Portugal is a striking place for tourism with unique
architecture, a sunny climate, and Mediterranean culture. The cuisine is
renowned, and fresh seafood spiced with chili and black peppers, saffron and
olive oil can be found at inexpensive restaurants. Wander through this
astonishing place with the forty color photos in Panoramas of Portugal.
  Small Unit Actions ,1946
  Welcome to Paradise Mahi Binebine,2012-03-27 Mahi Binebine's courageous
novel delves into a world that most readers know only from stories on the
nightly news, delivering a compassionate glimpse into the difficulties facing
asylum seekers and a striking portrait of human desperation. Mahi Binebine’s
courageous novel takes place in Morocco, where seven would-be immigrants
gather one night near the Strait of Gibraltar to wait for a signal from a
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trafficker that it is time to cross. While they wait, their stories unfold:
Kacem Judi is an escapee from the civil war in Algeria; Nuara, with her
newborn child, hopes to find her husband, who hasn’t been in touch for months
since moving to France; and Aziz, the young narrator, and his cousin Reda are
severed, in different ways, from their families in southern Morocco. They all
share a longing to escape and a readiness to risk everything. Welcome to
Paradise delves into a world that most readers know only from stories on the
nightly news, delivering a compassionate and striking portrait of human
desperation.
  Godard On Godard Jean-luc Godard,1986-03-22 Jean-Luc Godard, like many of
his European contemporaries, came to filmmaking through film criticism. This
collection of essays and interviews, ranging from his early efforts for La
Gazette du Cinéma to his later writings for Cahiers du Cinéma, reflects his
dazzling intelligence, biting wit, maddening judgments, and complete
unpredictability. In writing about Hitchcock, Welles, Bergman, Truffaut,
Bresson, and Renoir, Godard is also writing about himself-his own
experiments, obsessions, discoveries. This book offers evidence that he may
be even more original as a thinker about film than as a director. Covering
the period of 1950-1967, the years of Breathless, A Woman Is a Woman, My Life
to Live, Alphaville, La Chinoise, and Weekend, this book of writings is an
important document and a fascinating study of a vital stage in Godard's
career. With commentary by Tom Milne and Richard Roud, and an extensive new
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foreword by Annette Michelson that reassesses Godard in light of his later
films, here is an outrageous self-portrait by a director who, even now,
continues to amaze and bedevil, and to chart new directions for cinema and
for critical thought about its history.
  Elements of Cryptanalysis William Frederick Friedman,1976
  The Tao of Spiritual Partnership Gabriella Kortsch, Ph.d.,Gabriella Kortsch
Ph D,2012-09-01 More exciting than any other kind of relationship you have
ever known, spiritual partnership is a path, a Tao, available to you so that
you may transform your life. Spiritual partnership becomes background music
to daily life allowing you to enhance the process of your growth and
evolution. This ground-breaking book addresses: • relationship patterns that
hold you back from a truly fulfilled life • the strong connection between
sexuality and spiritual partnership • communication leading to true
connection & lasting transformation of your relationship It is precisely at
the problematic crossroads so often encountered in relationships that we are
offered the opportunity to create a new foundation based on mutual
complementarity rather than need; a free relationship between two people who
want to be together, rather than two people who need to be together. Needing
another, we are told, is the measure of love, but for a fully conscious
individual nothing could be further from the truth. And therein lies part of
the secret and healing power of spiritual partnerships. Praise for The Tao of
Spiritual Partnership “All humans seek the illusive touch of another's Soul,
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which opens us to the sense of belonging to something bigger than the self.
Dr. Kortsch has given us the true tao of relationship in this brilliant
exploration of emotional tapestry. We will be grateful for this illumination
of spiritual partnership for generations to come. Chris Griscom: Spiritual
Leader, Author “Eloquently and comprehensive, showing how your primary love
relationship may be a sacred vessel that transports you and your partner to a
place of mutual healing and expansion.” Robert Schwartz: Author of Your
Soul's Gift: The Healing Power of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born
The Tao of Spiritual Partnership is a unique blend of wit and wisdom; Dr.
Kortsch encourages us to take responsibility for our relationships, while
recognizing and seizing the opportunities for our own personal spiritual
growth. William Buhlman, Author of Adventures Beyond the Body The Tao of
Spiritual Partnership is an excellent guide to making your relationships
blossom. Dr. Kortsch deftly shows the way to satisfying interactions with the
loves of your life. Jim Wawro, Author of Awakening Counsel: A Practical Guide
to Creating the Life You Want to Live. Gabriella Kortsch takes us through a
journey that covers most aspects of human relationships from new-born to
adult, leading us into the power of spiritual partnerships. The importance of
fulfillment of a life well-lived through understanding and practicing self-
love is paramount and candidly expressed in this one-of-a-kind book. The
promise to love without needing is profoundly delivered! ALI R. RODRIGUEZ:
Business Coach Strategist, Co-Author of Mastering the Art of Success with Les
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Brown and Jack Canfield
  Ridgeway Peter Vronsky,2011-11-01 In this groundbreaking narrative,
historian, investigative journalist and filmmaker Peter Vronsky uncovers the
hidden history of the Battle of Ridgeway and explores its significance to
Canada’s nation-building myths and traditions. On June 1, 1866, more than
1,000 Fenian insurgents invaded Canada across the Niagara River from Buffalo,
N.Y. The Fenians were mostly battle-hardened Civil War veterans; the Canadian
troops sent to fight them came from a generation that had not seen combat at
home for more than 30 years. Led by inexperienced upper-class officers, the
volunteer soldiers were mostly young, some as young as 15 years old. They
were farm boys, shopkeepers, apprentices, schoolteachers, store clerks and
two rifle companies of University of Toronto students hastily called out from
their final exams. Many had not fired live rounds from their rifles even
once. When they fought the Fenians near the village of Ridgeway the next day,
a single rifle company of 28 students took the brunt of a counter-attack by
800 insurgents and suffered the most killed and wounded. The events of June
2, 1866, were covered up by the Macdonald government. The story was falsified
so thoroughly that most Canadians today have not heard of the first modern
battle in which Canadians died.
  Firearms and Violence in American Life George D. Newton,United States.
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence,1969
  Christoph Von Graffenried's Account of the Founding of New Bern Christoph
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von Baron Graffenried,1920
  The Kill Artist Daniel Silva,2004-04-06 From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Other Woman comes the first novel in the thrilling
series featuring legendary assassin Gabriel Allon. Immersed in the quiet,
meticulous life of an art restorer, former Israeli intelligence operative
Gabriel Allon keeps his past well behind him. But now he is being called back
into the game—and teamed with an agent who hides behind her own mask...as a
beautiful fashion model. Their target: a cunning terrorist on one last
killing spree, a Palestinian zealot who played a dark part in Gabriel’s past.
And what begins as a manhunt turns into a globe-spanning duel fueled by both
political intrigue and deep personal passions...
  Electrical Engineering ,1908
  The Sea and the Marsh Gillian Draper,Frank M. Meddens,Philip Armitage,2009
Today New Romney sits a couple of miles inland from the sea but, in common
with many towns along this stretch of coast, was once a thriving seaport.
Archaeological excavations here by Pre-Construct Archaeology identified
evidence for medieval occupation, fishing and seafaring on the foreshore at
the northeastern end of the town. This strand area was ravaged by storms,
particularly during the 13th century and this is clearly demonstrated in the
archaeological record. This publication presents the findings of these
excavations but also provides a much broader historical background to the
town and an exploration of its role as a Cinque Port, and its relationship
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with the strand area investigated, through contemporary sources and standing
building evidence.
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